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Common Challenges for North Americans Abroad 

Overcoming your cultural blind spots to thrive overseas 

  

  

By identifying and acknowledging key elements of 

global travel that can be particularly difficult for 

North Americans, you’ll be better able to overcome 

them and achieve positive outcomes. 

North Americans, especially those without previous international experience, can sometimes feel 

challenged abroad. Though it may come as a surprise to new travelers, we all move through the world 

with deeply-ingrained beliefs, many of which are not shared by other cultures. Being unaware of your 

own cultural paradigms can lead to confusion and isolation during travel. 

The article below guides North Americans towards self-awareness and open-mindedness, and away 

from judgment, arrogance and the over-confidence that sometimes limits our good relations abroad.  

6. You’re a Cultural Ambassador 
Prepare to discuss your home culture. 

1. Beware of Expat-only Circles 
Engage with locals instead of sticking with expats. 

3. Explore Beyond the Hot Spots 
Venture off the beaten path to experience culture. 

 

5. Practice Humility 
Be modest and respectful at all times. 

7. Become Your Best Global Self 
Observe, adapt and excel. 

2. Avoid the “Complainers’ Club” 
Recognize the damaging effects of negativity. 

Your goal as a traveler is to learn as much as possible — about yourself as well as others. 

Focus on solutions and aim to leave a positive impression of yourself and your home country. 

 

4. Practice Self-awareness 
Be conscious of your behavior, strive to adapt. 

7 Common Challenges for 

North Americans Abroad 
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1. Beware of Expat-only Circles 
Although socializing with people from your home country may feel easy and 
comforting, the aim of every student, intern, volunteer or employee abroad 
should be to make meaningful connections with locals. Consider the following:  

Solo traveler: 

 

The best cross-cultural interactions happen when you’re 
a solo traveler, integrated with locals. This type of full 
immersion results in the deepest learning, the most 
valuable skill-building and the most life-changing 
experiences. If you’re traveling as part of a group or you 
interact with expats frequently as a part of your program, 
make an active effort to seek out solo experiences with 
locals.  

Study abroad: 
It’s impossible to overemphasize the importance of 
staying separate from fellow North American students 
while studying abroad, especially when you’re there for a 
semester or summer break. Your time is limited! 
Concentrate on forming friendships with international and 
local students. Socialize with people from all 
backgrounds. In particular, make an effort to reach out to 
local students and plan excursions to sporting events or 
restaurants with them. Or, best of all, see if you can get 
invited to their family homes for a meal or short stay.  

Short-term 
group programs 

abroad:  

There’s no escaping the fact that with these types of 
overseas excursions (usually one or two weeks), the 
group format will dominate your cross-cultural learning 
experience. Accept the situation and don’t rock the boat 
by leaving teammates behind if that’s incompatible with 
the program. Instead, concentrate on pre-departure 
research about your host country. Then, share this with 
fellow participants and try to engage with locals as much 
as possible.  

 Key Takeaway: Make a point of stepping outside your social 
and cultural comfort zones. After all, that’s why you’re abroad! 

2.  Avoid the “Complainers’ Club” 

Expats abroad tend to form strong bonds with one another. It makes perfect sense: 
You’re all in the same situation, experiencing the same challenges and bumping up 
against the same cultural differences. You may share feelings of homesickness, or 
annoyances about local culture. But beware the lure of complaining with fellow expats 
while abroad! Follow these tips to stay on track:  

A complainers’ club 
gives you a false 
sense of community:  

Sharing complaints with fellow expats can be a strong 
bonding experience, but your cross-cultural experience will 
suffer as a result.  
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Avoid “these people” 

/ “this place” 
attitudes: 

Your goal while abroad is to make connections, build bridges 
and explore commonalities. Avoid us-against-them language 
and thinking patterns that create distance or feelings of 
animosity.  

Make a deal with 
yourself: 

Before heading abroad, make an active decision not to fall into 
a complainers’ club or any persistent negative thought 
patterns.  

Seek out positive 
expat buddies: 

If you do spend time with fellow expats, make sure it’s people 
who are enthusiastic and interested in the local culture.  

If you fall into a rut, 
return to the drawing 

board: 

Even travelers with the best intentions can fall into a rut of 
complaining. If this happens, take a step back. Do some 
writing about why you’re abroad and what you hope to 
accomplish. This can snap you out of a cross-cultural slump.  

 

 Key Takeaway: Gravitate towards positive people 

and positive thoughts. You won’t regret it.  

3. Explore Beyond the Hot Spots 

North Americans love tourist hot spots. In Paris, many head for the Eiffel Tower. 
In Egypt, it’s straight to the Great Pyramids! Try to step back from this approach 
of Instagram-able globe-trotting. Put your phone away and get more creative with 
your explorations. You’ll soon discover that off-the-beaten-path travel is far more 
rewarding, and you get a more authentic glimpse of your host culture.  

Ask locals: Get suggestions for the best restaurants, neighborhoods, 
day trips, most authentic festivals and the most 
outstanding cultural and natural treasures from locals. 

Immerse yourself in 
the local routine: 

Take public transport to explore residential neighborhoods, 
engage in local pastimes (try everything from sports to 
dance class), stroll with local hiking clubs, attend a 
religious service or cultural festival. 

 

 Key Takeaway: Engage with daily life on the local 

level and your journey will truly come alive.  
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4. Practice Self-awareness 

Don’t let things you might interpret as “offensive” cultural practices freeze you out of 
experiencing the culture. It’s possible that you might be put off by certain practices 
abroad (e.g. nepotism in business, differing concepts of cleanliness, gender inequality), 
but remember that it’s your responsibility as a global citizen to remain open-minded and 
focus on the positive. Recognize that some of your own (seemingly commonplace) North 
American behaviors may be considered offensive in other regions; for example, direct 
eye contact, being too straightforward in business, holding hands with a partner in public, 
failing to respect social hierarchies, etc.  

Behave as an ambassador 

for your country: 

Think twice before indulging in North American 
habits that could be distasteful to host country 
locals.  

Your voice in public: Pay attention to the volume of your voice in public. 
Americans are often noticed abroad for speaking 
much louder than locals.  

Create connections 
across cultural 

boundaries: 

Your aim should always be to create connections 
across cultural boundaries, and you never want to 
leave a negative impression of your home country.  

Check in with yourself: Seasoned travelers keep an eye out for cultural 
nuances that might get on their nerves (such as 
chaotic traffic, loose approaches to scheduling, or 
locals asking to borrow personal items). 
Experienced travelers know to consciously ignore 
these things rather than getting annoyed.  

 Key Takeaway: Be accepting, tolerant, compassionate 

and constantly self-aware.  

5. Practice Humility  

Americans and Canadians are often proud of their home cultures. When teaching, 
volunteering or working abroad it can be tempting to try and superimpose your North 
American approach on those you’re working with. It might feel like you’re being helpful, 
increasing efficiency or improving on the local ways, but it’s important to remain sensitive 
to the actual needs of your host culture. Although your intentions may be good, a North 
American approach isn’t always what’s best for other cultures.  

Observer and  

a learner first: 

Approach your work abroad as an observer and a 
learner first and always collaborate closely with locals 
before suggesting new projects or ways of doing things.  
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Don’t let your ego get  

the better of you: 

Americans, in particular, are sometimes known for 
displaying over-confidence abroad. Although you love 
your country, you’ve traveled to be a cross-cultural 
learner and observer. Stay modest! 

Self-awareness and 
cross-cultural awareness: 

This requires a combination of cultural self-awareness 
and cross-cultural awareness, which are both important 
career competencies (For an expanded discussion 
about this subject, see How to Be An Ethical 
International Volunteer). 

 Key Takeaway: The best way to represent your home 

country is by staying modest and respectful abroad.  

 
6. You’re A Cultural Ambassador 

North American exports, like music, TV and even politics have a broad global reach. When 
traveling, prepare for the possibility that locals abroad may have questions or thoughts about 
your home country’s culture or foreign policy. They may simply be curious, or may hold 
strong opinions and want a response.  

In the same way that it’s possible for North Americans to stereotype 

locals abroad, it’s also possible for locals abroad to stereotype 
Canadians and Americans. 
 

Tough question about 
your home culture: 

As a representative of your country, you may be asked the 
occasional tough question about your home culture (e.g. 
“Why are gun control laws so loose in the US?”, “Why do 
North Americans use eldercare homes instead of letting 
grandparents live with them?”, “Why is there a strong 
American military presence in other countries?”). These are 
often born out of genuine interest, but it’s easy to feel 
challenged if they arise unexpectedly. Even if such a 
question comes as a surprise, try to view it as an opportunity 
to build bridges and represent your country in a positive 
light. But be aware that you don’t always need to have the 
perfect answer. It’s okay to politely decline to comment.  

Always research: Research diplomatic relations between your home and host 
culture before heading abroad; this will give context to your 
experience and allow you navigate conversations more 
comfortably. Once again, take all conversations as an 
opportunity for cross-cultural connection, but don’t go down 
argumentative paths where there is no resolution.  

 Key Takeaway: Be open, honest and compassionate, but 

also careful about sharing or responding to strong opinions.  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/file.myworldabroad.com/QuickGuides/Ethical-Volunteer.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/file.myworldabroad.com/QuickGuides/Ethical-Volunteer.pdf
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7. Become Your Best Global Self 

It can feel like walking on eggshells when you first try and behave correctly abroad as a new 
traveler. If you trip up, don’t worry! Everyone makes small cultural missteps when traveling. 
The most important element of being a good traveler is to maintain an attitude of respect, 
curiosity and positivity. 

 

As a North American 
abroad: 

Focus on immersion, adaptation and authentic cross-
cultural connections.  

Recognize the 
hierarchies, etiquette, 
and norms at play: 

Modify your approach as much as possible to be gracious 
and effective.  

 Key Takeaway: It’s normal to make mistakes! Maintain  

a sense of humor and stay focused on your goal of 

adaptation.  

 
We wish you luck!   
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